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WILDFIRES

Region drenched
after latest storm

NORTH COAST » ATMOSPHERIC RIVER

Public
health
crisis
called
Experts say air pollution
getting so bad it can’t be
measured usual way
By GUY KOVNER
The PRESS DEMOCRAT
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A driver and passenger ford Mark West Station Road amidst steady rain Wednesday in Windsor.

Winter weather system triggers mudslides, floods county roads
By RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

R

ound two of a potent storm lashed
the North Coast on Wednesday
night, with strong winds and pounding rain swamping Sonoma County roads
and pushing the lower Russian River above
flood levels in Guerneville, where the water was set to rise through Friday morning.
The forecast called for the heaviest rain
to fall after 10 p.m. and taper by about
dawn
Thursday,
with showers into
ONLINE
Friday.
See a gallery of photos
The first round
and read the latest
of
the atmospherstorm updates at
ic river, Tuesday
pressdemocrat.com
night into Wednesday morning, brought more than 5 inches
in the county’s wettest spots, the hills west
of Healdsburg.
More than 3 inches fell across most of
the county areas, triggering mudslides and
flooding more than a dozen county roads.
It swelled streams to the top of their banks
and turned vineyards and fields across the
region into vast ponds.
By 7 p.m. Wednesday night, Venado had
seen 8.2 inches of rain and Santa Rosa had
2.88 in the previous 24 hours.
High winds swept across the region as
well, with gusts up to 20 miles an hour in
Santa Rosa and reaching 59 miles an hour
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SPENDING BILL
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Muddy water streams from the door of a Petaluma High School District bus after it was pulled
out of water by a tow truck crew Wednesday on Liberty Road near Skillman Lane in Petaluma.
on Mount St. Helena. Guerneville School
District closed its schools Thursday, and
Two Rock Union School outside of Petaluma dismissed its students early Wednesday
due to flooding in the area.
The storm’s second wave was expected
to match rainfall numbers from the first

wave, a one-two punch that had forecasters and authorities concerned Wednesday
night about falling trees, power outages,
mudslides and additional road closures.
Repeatedly, the National Weather Service
TURN TO STORM » PAGE A2

Mars rover Opportunity declared dead
Robot’s demise concludes a nearly
15-year mission to explore Red
Planet that exceeded expectations
By KENNETH CHANG
NEW YORK TIMES

Opportunity, the longest-lived robot ever
sent from Earth to the surface of another
planet, roamed the red plains of Mars for
more than 14 years, snapping photos and revealing astonishing glimpses into the planet’s distant past. But on Wednesday, NASA
announced that the rover is dead.
“It is therefore that I am standing here
with a sense of deep appreciation and gratitude that I declare the Opportunity mission
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The peril that California’s
new era of catastrophic wildfires poses to people and the air
we breathe is so great it amounts
to a public health crisis, defying
even the federal index long used
to measure air pollution, leading scientists and regulators
said Wednesday in Santa Rosa.
Officials once thought the
North Bay wildfires of 2017,
which took 40 lives and leveled
nearly 6,200 homes, were “an
anomaly,” Jack Broadbent,
head of the Bay Area Air Quality Management District, said.
Broadbent included the comment in his opening remarks at
the two-day conference that focused on fire-related health and
air quality impacts.
“Now we understand ... this
is the new normal,” he said, repeating the phrase former Gov.
Jerry Brown used last August,
months before the Camp fire in
Butte County set a new benchmark for the state, becoming the
worst inferno on record.
Altogether
in
the
past
two years, California wildfires have killed 146 people, destroyed nearly 24,000 homes
and
scorched
more
than
3 million acres, according to Cal
Fire, the state firefighting agency.
The disasters fueled by
a
warming
planet
have
confronted health researchers
and environmental regulators
with a new set of challenges.
They include how to measure

as complete,” Thomas Zurbuchen, NASA’s
associate administrator for science, said at
a news conference.
The golf cart-size rover was designed to
last only three months, but proved itself
to be an unexpected endurance athlete. It
traveled more than the distance of a marathon when less than half a mile would have
counted as success.
As it moved across the surface, Opportunity provided an up-close view of Mars that
scientists had never seen: fine layers of rock
that preserved ripples of flowing water, a
prerequisite for life, from several billion
years ago.
It also changed the paradigm for how to
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An artist’s rendering shows the Opportunity
rover on the surface of Mars. The rover was
knocked out by a storm last year.

CLANDESTINE OPERATION: Officials say U.S.
has accelerated secret program to sabotage
Iran’s missile, rocket capabilities / B1

Trump
says he’s
open to
latest deal
By ERICA WERNER
AND JOHN WAGNER
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — Lawmakers
slogged toward completion of a
massive spending bill and border
security compromise Wednesday, preparing to pass it and
send it to President
Donald INSIDE
Trump in time Aviation workers
to avoid a gov- remain wary
ernment shut- despite pact to
down Friday at avoid another
midnight.
shutdown / A6
The mood in
the Capitol was
less of enthusiasm than relief as
negotiators finalized legislation
that would end, for now, political brinkmanship over Trump’s
demands for money for a southern border wall. Those demands
produced the nation’s longest
partial government shutdown
before it ended late last month
after 35 days.
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